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Récits d’expérience
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Récits d’expérience
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Récits d’expérience
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Architecture (itération 0)
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Trajectoire en images
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Description des images
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Description des images
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DenseCap: Fully Convolutional Localization Networks for Dense Captioning. Johnson, Justin, Karpathy, Andrej and Fei-Fei, 
Li (2016), In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Patern Recognition.

Description des images
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DenseCap: Fully Convolutional Localization Networks for Dense Captioning. Johnson, Justin, Karpathy, Andrej and Fei-Fei, 
Li (2016), In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Patern Recognition.

Description des images
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Génération spatiale du discours
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Expérience
in vitro
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Robot-v0:

I begun at in the hall, I saw a a sign on the door, I read it said 
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT. Then, I tried to, I walk 
towards the hall there, but couldn't, I noticed a clock mounted 
on a wall, it said DR. ERNESTO BRIBIESCA. Then, I went to the 
ofice of Ivan there, I saw a a picture of a tv, I read it said SOFA: 
Random Forests Regression for the Semantic Textual Similarity 
task, I grabbed a botle, I moved to the desk there, I dropped the 
botle, I noticed a clutered desk with a laptop,it said sausenc 
&aceta para consejoros - ASO. When finish, I walk towards the 
meeting room there, I noticed a man standing in a room, I 
moved to the door there, I noticed two girafes in a fenced in 
area,it said GOLEM. At this point, I went to the laboratory there, 
there was a a desk with a computer and a chair, I stopped at 
laboratory.
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”I woke up at the hall there was a sign on the door there it said 
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT. Afer that I wanted to 
walk towards the ofice of Ernesto but couldn’t, afer that I 
walked towards the ofice of Ivan to a desk there it said SOFA: 
Random Forests Regression for the Semantic Textual Similarity 
task I took a botle then I moved to a desk I leaved the botle I 
noticed a clutered desk with a laptop there it said sausenc 
&aceta para consejoros - ASO. Aferwards I moved to the 
meeting room to a table I saw a man standing in a room then I 
went to a door there it said GOLEM. Afer that I moved to the 
laboratory to a desk I noticed a desk with a computer and a 
chair aferwards I finished.” 

Robot-v2:
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Sujet 2 (humain):

First I went past the bathroom, I saw the sign saying that it was 
the Computer Science Department and the range of cubicles in 
the department. Then I went to Ernesto Bribiesca’s cubicle, it 
was shut so I couldn’t pick up the water nor move the botle. 
Afer that I got into Ivan Meza’s cubicle, I read the SOPA poster 
and I took the water that was on the desk, I lef it again and I 
saw on the desktop a computer with keyboard, mouse, a 
portrait, speakers. Afer that I  went to the meeting room, where 
I found one person presenting, the room was busy, there was a 
Golem’s project meeting, and finally I got to the lab.
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Évaluation avec ROUGE:
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Évaluation par des juges humains:
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Architecture (itération1):
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● Générer avec FRED un graphe RDF avec la description des 
images ainsi que les références au contexte culturel (c’est que le 
robot lit)

● Produire des templates de génération basés sur le graph RDF de 
FRED

● Générer le récit final avec l’interace FRED-Geni (outil de 
génération de langage naturel du LORIA basée sur des 
grammaires TAG)

● Test des 100 trajectoires

● Générer en langue française
[Gardent et al. 2015]

[Gangemi et al. 2014]

Perspectives:
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Démo avec Golem II:
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Merci!
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